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Ten years after completing his work The Last Communion of
Saint Jerome, Bolognese painter Domenichino was accused
by his rival Giovanni Lanfranco of stealing the idea for the
painting from an altarpiece crafted by Lanfranco’s teacher,
Agostino Carracci. The resulting scandal reverberated
through the centuries, drawing responses by artists and critics
from Poussin and Malvasia to Fuseli and Delacroix.Why was
Domenichino attacked in this way when other related
paintings--including Raphael’s Marriage of the Virgin and
Perugino’s painting of the same subject--aroused no such
negative response? In this fast-paced book, Elizabeth
Cropper investigates the Domenichino affair and addresses
the perennial debate regarding the precise nature of
originality and of imitation. She offers close readings of the
paintings involved in the story, detailed analysis of attitudes
toward imitation, emulation, and plagiarism, and a fascinating
discussion of what Domenichino’s plight signifies in art
history.
This handsome book offers a unified and fascinating portrait
of Leonardo as draftsman, integrating his roles as artist,
scientist, inventor, theorist, and teacher. 250 illustrations.
Volume 13 in the RUSCH series continues work already
begun on the School of Aristotle. Volume 9 featured
Demetrius of Phalerum, Volume 10, Dicaearchus of Messana,
Volume 11, Eudemus of Rhodes, and Volume 12, both Lyco
of Troas and Hieronymus of Rhodes. Now Volume 13 turns
our attention to Aristo of Iulis on Ceos, who was active in the
last quarter of the third century BCE. Almost certainly he was
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Lyco's successor as head of the Peripatetic School. In
antiquity, Aristo was confused with the like-named Stoic
philosopher from Chios, so that several works were claimed
for both philosophers. Among these disputed works, those
with Peripatetic antecedents, like Exhortations and Erotic
Dissertations, are plausibly assigned to Aristo of Ceos. Other
works attributed to the Peripatetic are Lyco (presumably a
biography of Aristo's predecessor), On Old Age, and
Relieving Arrogance. Whether part of the last-named work or
a separate treatise, Aristo's descriptions of persons exhibiting
inconsiderateness, self-will, and other unattractive traits relate
closely to the Characters of Theophrastus. In addition, Aristo
wrote biographies of Heraclitus, Socrates, and Epicurus. We
may be sure that he did the same for the leaders of the
Peripatos, whose wills he seems to have preserved within the
biographies. The volume gives pride of place to Peter Stork's
new edition of the fragments of Aristo of Ceos. The edition
includes a translation on facing pages. There are also notes
on the Greek and Latin texts (an apparatus criticus) and
substantive notes that accompany the translation. This edition
will replace that of Fritz Wehrli, which was made over half a
century ago and published without translation. William W.
Fortenbaugh is professor emeritus of classics at Rutgers
University. He is the author of Aristotle on Emotion and the
founder of Project Theophrastus. Stephen A. White is
associate professor of classics at the University of Texas at
Austin and author of Sovereign Virtue: Aristotle on the
Relation between Happiness and Prosperity.
Dalmatia and the Mediterranean. Portable Archaeology and
The Poetics of Influence proposes a reading of early modern
Dalmatian and Mediterranean coastal exchanges focused on
the arts that thrusts portability and translations across artistic
media into the foreground
During the years between the restoration of the Medici to
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Florence and the election of Cosimo I, the Medici family
sponsored a series of splendid public festivals, reconstructed
here by Anthony M. Cummings. Cummings has utilized
unexpectedly rich sources of information about the musical
life of the time in contemporary narrative accounts of these
occasions—histories, diaries, and family memoirs. In this
interdisciplinary work, he explains how the festivals combined
music with art and literature to convey political meanings to
Florentine observers. As analyzed by Cummings, the festivals
document the political transformation of the city in the crucial
era that witnessed the end of the Florentine republic and the
beginnings of the Medici principate. This book will interest all
students of the life and institutions of sixteenth-century
Florence and of the Medici family. In addition, the author
furnishes new evidence about the contexts for musical
performances in early modern Europe. By describing such
contexts, he ascertains much about how music was
performed and how it sounded in this period of music history
and shows that the modes of musical expression were more
varied than is suggested by the relatively few surviving
examples of actual pieces of music. Originally published in
1992. The Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest print-ondemand technology to again make available previously out-ofprint books from the distinguished backlist of Princeton
University Press. These editions preserve the original texts of
these important books while presenting them in durable
paperback and hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton
Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to the rich
scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published
by Princeton University Press since its founding in 1905.
Containing almost 600 entries, this impressive 2-volume
reference presents detailed and authoritative treatment of the
field of Italian literature, with attention both to the work and
influence of individual writers of all genres and to movements,
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styles, and critical approaches.

The nineteen papers in this volume stem from a
symposium that brought together academics,
archaeologists, museum curators, conservators, and
a practicing marble sculptor to discuss varying
approaches to restoration of ancient stone sculpture.
Contributors and their subjects include Marion True
and Jerry Podany on changing approaches to
conservation; Seymour Howard on restoration and
the antique model; Nancy H. Ramage’s case study
on the relationship between a restorer, Vincenzo
Pacetti, and his patron, Luciano Bonaparte; Mette
Moltesen on de-restoring and re-restoring in the Ny
Carlsberg Glyptotek; Miranda Marvin on the Ludovisi
collection; and Andreas Scholl on the history of
restoration of ancient sculptures in the Altes
Museum in Berlin. The book also features
contributions by Elizabeth Bartman, Brigitte
Bourgeois, Jane Fejfer, Angela Gallottini, Sascha
Kansteiner, Giovanna Martellotti, Orietta Rossi
Pinelli, Peter Rockwell, Edmund Southworth,
Samantha Sportun, and Markus Trunk. Charles
Rhyne summarizes the themes, approaches, issues,
and questions raised by the symposium.
The RF 1475–1556 Louvre Album is universally
regarded as a corpus of drawings that was executed
by the Venetian painter Jacopo Bellini. The album’s
trajectory prior to coming into the possession of the
Bellini family is elucidated in the present book.
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Based on Norberto Gramaccini’s interpretation, it
was the Paduan painter Francesco Squarcione who
was the mastermind and financier behind the
drawings. The preparatory work had actually been
delegated to his most gifted pupils, among them
Andrea Mantegna, Jacopo Bellini ?s future son-inlaw. The drawing’s topics —anatomy, perspective,
archeology, mythology, contemporary chronicles,
and zoology —were part of the teaching program of
an art academy established by Squarcione in the
1440s, famous in its day, which provided crucial
impulses for the training of artists in the modern era.
Often overshadowed by the cities of Florence and
Rome in art-historical literature, this volume argues
for the importance of Naples as an artistic and
cultural centre, demonstrating the breadth and
wealth of artistic experience within the city.
Generously illustrated with some illustrations
specifically commissioned for this book Questions
the traditional definitions of 'cultural centres' which
have led to the neglect of Naples as a centre of
artistic importance A significant addition to the
English-language scholarship on art in Naples
The Encyclopedia of Italian Literary Studies is a twovolume reference book containing some 600 entries
on all aspects of Italian literary culture. It includes
analytical essays on authors and works, from the
most important figures of Italian literature to little
known authors and works that are influential to the
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field. The Encyclopedia is distinguished by
substantial articles on critics, themes, genres,
schools, historical surveys, and other topics related
to the overall subject of Italian literary studies. The
Encyclopedia also includes writers and subjects of
contemporary interest, such as those relating to
journalism, film, media, children's literature, food and
vernacular literatures. Entries consist of an essay on
the topic and a bibliographic portion listing works for
further reading, and, in the case of entries on
individuals, a brief biographical paragraph and list of
works by the person. It will be useful to people
without specialized knowledge of Italian literature as
well as to scholars.
For too long, the ?centre? of the Renaissance has
been considered to be Rome and the art produced
in, or inspired by it. This collection of essays
dedicated to Deborah Howard brings together an
impressive group of internationally recognised
scholars of art and architecture to showcase both the
diversity within and the porosity between the
?centre? and ?periphery? in Renaissance art.
Without abandoning Rome, but together with other
centres of art production, the essays both shift their
focus away from conventional categories and bring
together recent trends in Renaissance studies,
notably a focus on cultural contact, material culture
and historiography. They explore the material
mechanisms for the transmission and evolution of
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ideas, artistic training and networks, as well as the
dynamics of collaboration and exchange between
artists, theorists and patrons. The chapters, each
with a wealth of groundbreaking research and
previously unpublished documentary evidence, as
well as innovative methodologies, reinterpret Italian
art relating to canonical sites and artists such as
Michelangelo, Titian, Tintoretto, Veronese, and
Sebastiano del Piombo, in addition to showcasing
the work of several hitherto neglected architects,
painters, and an inimitable engineer-inventor.
First published in 1996. Routledge is an imprint of
Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
The Leaning Tower of Pisa is known worldwide for its
five-degree lean. The Tower is the Campanile of the
Cathedral, which together with the Baptistry and
Cemetery form a breath-taking collection of monuments
which are regarded as supreme examples of early
Renaissance Romanesque architecture. In March 1990
the Tower was closed to the public as it was declared
unsafe and close to collapse. A Commission was set up
by the Italian Government with the task of developing
and implementing stabilization measures. This book
begins with a brief description of the history of the Tower
and its construction. The reader is then introduced to the
huge challenges faced by the Commission in designing
and implementing appropriate stabilization measures
whilst at the same time satisfying the demanding
requirements of conserving a world heritage monument.
In particular, two historical studies are described which
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proved to be most valuable in arriving at suitable
stabilization measures. The first was a deduction of the
history of inclination of the tower during and subsequent
to construction. The results of this study were used to
calibrate a sophisticated numerical model of the tower
and the underlying very soft ground which proved vital in
evaluating the effectiveness of various stabilization
schemes. The second study was of measurements of
movement made since 1911. This latter study revealed
an unexpected mechanism of foundation movement
which proved crucial in developing the temporary and
permanent stabilization measures and which resulted in
the Tower being re-opened to the public in June 2001.
The book will appeal to both professionals and students
in the fields of Architecture and Civil Engineering. It will
also interest specialised audiences of geotechnical
engineers and conservation architects. It may also be of
wider interest to anyone planning to visit Pisa or who is
intrigued as to what caused the Tower to lean and how it
was stabilized.
A 1985 historical study of a group of villages and one
small town, that lie in the lagoons surrounding Venice.
Includes entries for maps and atlases.
In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in
Early Modern Festivals. These spectacles articulated the
self-image of ruling elites and played out the tensions of
the diverse social strata. Responding to the growing
academic interest in festivals this volume focuses on the
early modern Iberian world, in particular the spectacles
staged by and for the Spanish Habsburgs. The study of
early modern Iberian festival culture in Europe and the
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wider world is surprisingly limited compared to the
published works devoted to other kingdoms at the time.
There is a clear need for scholarly publications to
examine festivals as a vehicle for the presence of
Spanish culture beyond territorial boundaries. The
present books responds to this shortcoming. Festivals
and ceremonials played a major role in the Spanish
world; through them local identities as well as a common
Spanish culture made their presence manifest within and
beyond the peninsula through ephemeral displays, music
and print. Local communities often conflated their
symbols of identity with religious images and
representations of the Spanish monarchy. The festivals
(fiestas in Spanish) materialized the presence of the
Spanish diaspora in other European realms. Royal
funerals and proclamations served to establish kingly
presence in distant and not so distant lands. The sociopolitical, religious and cultural nuances that were an
intrinsic part of the territories of the empire were
magnified and celebrated in the Spanish festivals in
Europe, Iberia and overseas viceroyalties. Following a
foreword and an introduction the remaining 12 chapters
are divided up into four sections. The first explores
Habsburg Visual culture at court and its relationship with
the creation of a language of triumph and the use of
tapestries in festivals. The second part examines
triumphal entries in Madrid, Lisbon, Cremona, Milan,
Pavia and the New World; the third deals with the
relationship between religion and the empire through the
examination of royal funerals, hagiography and calendric
celebrations. The fourth part of the book explores
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cultural, artistic and musical exchange in Naples and
Rome. Taken together these essays contribute further to
our growing appreciation of the importance of earlymodern festival culture in general, and their significance
in the world of the Spanish Habsburgs in particular.
Postwar Italian Art History Today brings fresh critical
consideration to the parameters and impact of Italian art
and visual culture studies of the past several decades.
Taking its cue from the thirty-year anniversary of curator
Germano Celant's landmark exhibition at PS1 in New
York – The Knot – this volume presents innovative case
studies and emphasizes new methodologies deployed in
the study of postwar Italian art as a means to evaluate
the current state of the field. Included are fifteen essays
that each examine, from a different viewpoint, the issues,
concerns, and questions driving postwar Italian art
history. The editors and contributors call for a systematic
reconsideration of the artistic origins of postwar Italian
art, the terminology that is used to describe the work
produced, and key personalities and institutions that
promoted and supported the development and marketing
of this art in Italy and abroad.
"Many famous artworks of the Italian Renaissance were
made to celebrate love, marriage, and family. They were
the pinnacles of a tradition, dating from early in the era,
of commemorating betrothals, marriages, and the birth of
children by commissioning extraordinary objects maiolica, glassware, jewels, textiles, paintings - that were
often also exchanged as gifts. This volume is the first
comprehensive survey of artworks arising from
Renaissance rituals of love and marriage and makes a
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major contribution to our understanding of Renaissance
art in its broader cultural context. The impressive range
of works gathered in these pages extends from birth
trays painted in the early fifteenth century to large
canvases on mythological themes that Titian painted in
the mid-1500s. Each work of art would have been
recognized by contemporary viewers for its prescribed
function within the private, domestic domain."--BOOK
JACKET.

At the time it was first published, this book made a
significant contribution to the history of money and
economics by underscoring the large role that
Venice played in the economic history of the West
and the ascendance of capitalism as a structuring
force of society.
The 18th-century Neapolitan crèche at the Art
Institute of Chicago, which contains over 200 figures
arranged in a panorama of street life, represents the
pinnacle of a rich artistic heritage. This luxurious
catalogue is the first to study the crèche in the
context of art and music history. Essays explore the
Neapolitan crèche tradition and examine the design
of Chicago's example with reference to other
important crèches in Europe and the United States.
Entries on individual figures identify the characters
and types they represent, as well as their social and
historical meaning and religious significance. Other
entries address groups of figures, animals, and
cultural themes present in the crèche. Together the
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essays and entries highlight the astonishing realism
and potent symbolism of these figures, which range
from heavenly angels and the Holy Family around
the manger to street vendors and revelers feasting,
drinking, and dancing in a tavern.
Henry Maguire, emeritus professor of art history at
Johns Hopkins University, works on Byzantine and
related cultures. He has written extensively on
Venetian art and the church of San Marco.
Ten essays examine a variety of objects ranging
from jewelry and terracotta objects to architectural
and sculpture fragments, in the antiquities collection
of the J. Paul Getty Museum. The contributors
undertake comparative analyses with similar objects
found in the holdings of other museums, and make
extensive use of illustrations and drawings to
documents their arguments. The articles are in
English, German, and Italian.
Opere complete. vol. 1Hommages à Maarten J.
VermaserenBRILLThe Politicized MuseMusic for
Medici Festivals, 1512-1537Princeton University
Press
Shows the background of paintings by Sienese
artists
While the masterpieces of the Italian Renaissance are usually
associated with Italy's historical seats of power, some of the
era's most characteristic works are to be found in places
other than Florence, Rome, and Venice. They are the product
of the diversity of regions and cultures that makes up the
country. In Endless Periphery, Stephen J. Campbell
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examines a range of iconic works in order to unlock a rich
series of local references in Renaissance art that include
regional rulers, patron saints, and miracles, demonstrating,
for example, that the works of Titian spoke to beholders
differently in Naples, Brescia, or Milan than in his native
Venice. More than a series of regional microhistories, Endless
Periphery tracks the geographic mobility of Italian
Renaissance art and artists, revealing a series of exchanges
between artists and their patrons, as well as the power
dynamics that fueled these exchanges. A counter history of
one of the greatest epochs of art production, this richly
illustrated book will bring new insight to our understanding of
classic works of Italian art.
Marble is one of the great veins through the architectural
tradition and fundamental building block of the Mediterranean
world, from the Parthenon of mid-fifth century Athens, which
was constructed of pentelic marble, to Justinian’s Hagia
Sophia in Constantinople and the Renaissance and Baroque
basilica of St. Peter’s in the Vatican. Scholarship has done
much in recent years to reveal the ways and means of
marble. The use of colored marbles in Roman imperial
architecture has recently been the subject of a major
exhibition and the medieval traditions of marble working have
been studied in the context of family genealogies and social
networks. In addition, architectural historians have revealed
the meanings evoked by marble revetted and paved surfaces,
from Heavenly Jerusalem to frozen water. The present
volume builds upon the body of recent and emerging
research - from antiquity to the present day - to embrace a
global focus and address the more unusual (or at least
unexpected) uses, meanings, and aesthetic appeal of marble.
It presents instances where the use of marble has
revolutionized architectural practice, suggested new meaning
for the built environment, or defined a new aesthetic Page 13/15
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moments where this well-known material has been put to
radical use.
Few other cities can compare with Rome's history of
continuous habitation, nor with the survival of so many
different epochs in its present. This volume explores how the
city's past has shaped the way in which Rome has been built,
rebuilt, represented and imagined throughout its history.
Bringing together scholars from the disciplines of architectural
history, urban studies, art history, archaeology and film
studies, this book comprises a series of studies on the
evolution of the city of Rome and the ways in which it has
represented and reconfigured itself from the medieval period
to the present day. Moving from material appropriations such
as spolia in the medieval period, through the cartographic
representations of the city in the early modern period, to filmic
representation in the twentieth century, we encounter very
different ways of making sense of the past across Rome's
historical spectrum. The broad chronological arrangement of
the chapters, and the choice of themes and urban locations
examined in each, allows the reader to draw comparisons
between historical periods. An imaginative approach to the
study of the urban and architectural make-up of Rome, this
volume will be valuable not only for historians of art and
architecture, but also for students of cultural history and film
studies.
This book provides a reassessment of the theory of
magnificence in light of the related social virtue of splendour.
Author James Lindow highlights how magnificence, when
applied to private palaces, extended beyond the exterior to
include the interior as a series of splendid spaces where
virtuous expenditure could and should be displayed.
Examining the fifteenth-century Florentine palazzo from a
new perspective, Lindow's groundbreaking study considers
these buildings comprehensively as complete entities, from
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the exterior through to the interior. This book highlights the
ways in which classical theory and Renaissance practice
intersected in quattrocento Florence. Using unpublished
inventories, private documents and surviving domestic
objects, The Renaissance Palace in Florence offers a more
nuanced understanding of the early modern urban palace.
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